2019 Youth Concerts

YouTube Links for Study

IMPORTANT NOTE: We find that YouTube and other on-line video services offer many advertisements at the beginning and during the videos it shows. As you are likely aware, the content of these advertisements may not always be suitable for student of the age who attend our youth concerts. Consequently, we ask that you exercise caution with each link below, and we encourage you to view each video prior to showing it to your students. Please pre-screen and present the videos in a manner that keeps them from being exposed to inappropriate content.

Dukas, Fanfare from La Péri
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urrELIsnqqc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1X-djPxmlk

Bizet, March of the Toreadors from Carmen Suite No. 1
Orchestra version:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DNGMoMNLRy
                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=esWuwSN0FNc
Opera version:       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-C365zhbpU
                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Tu4H1VnAgw

Sousa, The Thunderer
Orchestra version:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pcf5ydejnso
                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lmjmt_abUk1g
Band version:        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRmRrKB6yXE
Marching Band version: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R29aQ9juAp8

Ives, Country Band March, S.36
Orchestra version:   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQA80HHBqa0
                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBCh1xI3SBs
Band version:        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avowzDI8uR0

Anderson, Sandpaper Ballet
(antics begin 0:00, piece begins 4:20) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QnPNleGlqE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doV2j3_Amgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTc25PZ0Xqq
Stravinsky, *Berceuse & Finale from The Firebird* (Starts at 1:40) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WsqK1mCGeY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WsqK1mCGeY)
Conducted by Stravinsky [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACgX5nkg8p8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ACgX5nkg8p8)

Williams, *Imperial March from Star Wars* 3:00
Conducted by John Williams [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQP-b30n2xo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bQP-b30n2xo)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wvpdBnfiZo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wvpdBnfiZo)